Romanian Workshop – Chamber of Commerce of Bucharest
Filippo Vivarelli
ETA Florence Renewable Energies
P.ssa Savonarola, 10, 50132
Firenze
Tel : +39 055 5002174 ; Fax +39 055 573425
E-mail : filippo.vivarelli@etaflorence.it

The last international one-day workshop of the PHYDADES Project (Phyllis Database
Dissemination, Education and Standardization) project was held in Romania at the
Chamber of Commerce of Bucharest, the day 27th of November 2008.
The topic of the workshop was: "Solid biofuels European standards and international database
of fuel properties". The targeted audience was:
•
solid biofuel traders,
•
producers,
•
end users,
•
laboratories carrying out fuel analysis;
•
pellet producers;
•
pellettizer producers;
•
Universities;
•
chemical Industries.
Figure 1. Workshop location in Bucharest.

Description of the event:
The scope of the workshop were to present the main outputs of the Project. Themes
like the following ones, were analyzed in detail:
• CEN methods for solid biofuels
• the database of biomass fuel properties BIODAT;
• presentation of On Job training and collection of candidate’s CV;
• market actors had the opportunity to give feedback on their ideas of standards;
• pellets production.
For the workshop, 80 books were prepared with 6 presentations from our team.
The others presentations of Romania speakers were available as copies, without
being included in the book.
A specific “corner for On Job Training” was made in order to facilitate the collection of
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CV’s candidates.
Moreover ETA presented the next European Biomass Conference and exhibition to
Romanian people (29th June 2009 in Hamburg). In order to facilitate the adhesion of
Romanian people to the conference, ETA offered a special rate only for participants
to workshop.
Agenda of the event
10.30 – 10.50 Registration and Coffee
10.50 -11.15

Introduction to the Phydades consortium
Filippo Vivarelli; ETA Renewable Energies (Event Organizer)
Renewable Energies for the satisfaction of energetic needs
Nicolae Vasile; Vice-President of Bucharest Chamber of Commerce and Industry

11.15 – 11.35 “Overview of Romanian energy situation – Cogeneration and Co-firing”
Lucian Mihăiescu, Universitatea “Politehnica” Bucureşti;
Magdalena MATEI, University Valachia Târgovişte, CrăiŃa Totolo, ICEMENERG;
Anton Roşu, AsociaŃia IRE;
11.35 – 11.55 ECHOTECH Proiect “Glicerol as Fuel for Combustion Chambers”
Ion Bolma Universitatea “Politehnica” Bucureşti;
11.55 – 12.15 Fuel specification and classes – case pellets
Eija Alakangas, VTT, convenor of CEN fuel specification working group
12.15 – 12.30 Coffee break
12.30 – 12.50 Sampling and sample reduction of solid biofuels
Martin Englisch - OFI
12.50 - 13.10

Physical properties of solid biofuels - Significance and standard determination

methods
Markku Herranen - ENAS
13.10 - 13.30

Open discussion

13.30 – 14.30 Lunch break
14.30 – 14.50 Chemical analysis of solid biofuels – most important properties for combustion
Martin Englisch - OFI
14.50 – 15.10 Demonstration of the database for fuel and ash properties (Biodat DATABASE)
Jan Pels, ECN - Coordinator of Phydades project
15.10 – 15.30 Pellet production – Romanian case
Sebastian Radu – Seba Industrial (pellettizer manufacture )
15.30 – 16.00

Open discussion & Conclusion
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From the very beginning of workshop’ preparation, ETA staff realized that it was not
possible to satisfy Phydades’indicator, without the collaboration of a local actor. So,
after a long selection of companies, the Institute IRE - Institute Romeni per
L’Energia was contacted in order to collaborate with them in the event. A
subcontract with IRE was made, so in the agenda they were listed as “supporter” of
the event.
The representative person for the company IRE was Mr Rosu (anton.rosu@ire.ro ),
who helped to define the contributions of local speakers. They found the venue of the
workshop, as they are member of the Chamber of Commerce. It was important to
give visibility to the workshop, and municipal’s building seemed an appropriate
location for its development. In fact, 4 Romanian experts, were presenting an
“Overview of Romanian energy situation” about current status of Cogeneration and
Co-firing”.
The event was starting with a little delay, as the registration was managed from the
partner IRE, and their personnel was a bit late.
It must be noticed that the document to be used for the registration was prepared by
ETA in the usual way, with a participants list, to be signed for each participants. After
the signatures, the book with all presentations had to be given to registered person.
A short discussion about this method started, in fact IRE staff declared that it is not
polluted to ask for a signature to Romanian people. She said that the best way to
manage the registration was to collect all the business cards of participants. At the
beginning, I was disappointed from this solution, as I know that signatures are
relevant as indicators of participants, but at the same time, this solution was the only
way to guarantee the rapid beginning of the event. Coordinator of the Project, Mr Jan
Pels, was present during the discussion between me and them.
In this photos is possible to see the registration
desk. It was located outside the workshop’s room.
The access to the room was possible by a
mezzanine of the Chamber of Commerce. The
room for the workshop was well equipped with
beamer, speakers and headphones.
The translation service was well made and
belonged for all the day. The event started at
11.00 o’clock and ended at 16.00.
Figure 2: registration desk of the workshop (above).
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Figure 3: team Phydades (J.Pels, F.Vivarelli; M. Englisch) talking with A.Rosu, representative
from IRE (below).

The Workshop’s book was formed by:
• Flyer of workshop;
• Book with 6 PowerPoint presentations from Phydades staff;
• Copies of the 4 presentations made from Romanian experts;
• Flyer for submission of Abstract of next Biomass Conference and Exhibition
2009;
• Flyer for information for exhibitors in next Biomass Conference and Exhibition
2009;
• Sheet with special offer for Romanian participants;
• Feedback questionnaire.
The number of participants to the workshop, was 49 people, against the 78
people that wee pre-registered through the registration forms collected before
than the event.
This discrepancy between the two data underline the fact that Romania is a sensible
country and it was important to promote strongly the event in Romania, otherwise it
could have been easy to miss the performance indicator. At the end of the reports the
participants list is included, as Annex.
Figure 4: F. Vivarelli welcomes the participants.

The welcome of participants was made both
from Mr A.Rosu – IRE, and from Mr F. Vivarelli
– ETA, in order to introduce the contents of the
presentations.
Mr Rosu was the chairman for the 4 Romanian
speakers, while F.Vivarelli was chairman for
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the other speakers of Phydadees consortium.
On Job Training was the main objective of this presentation, even if participants were
already been informed by previous e-mails, messages. In fact more that 3.000 emails with various information were sent to all Romanian contacts, before then the
event. The service was made with a specific instrument from the Conference Dept. of
ETA’s staff.
Description of the Speakers:
Unfortunately Mr Vasile (Vice president of Chamber of Commerce) was not able to
welcome the participants, as he was busy. Anyway it was important to involve some
politics or administrative responsible person in the Agenda, as it increase the interest
of people in participating. Also the choice of Chamber of Commerce was appropriate.
The contribution from Romanian people was very relevant, as they presented the
energy situation in Romania. Here below there are some slides of their presentations.

CO-COMBUSTIA
BIOMASA-CARBUNE

BIOMASS CO-FIRING IN ROMANIA
NATIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES

AUTORI:

Ion BOLMA

Bucharest Phydades Workshop. November 27th 2008

Lucian MIHAESCU - UNIVERSITATEA POLITEHNICA BUCURESTICraita TOTOLO - ICEMENERG SA
Anton ROSU - IRE
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Figure 5: slides from presentations of Romanian speakers (above)

Figure 6: representative from Phydades team
(J.Pels; E.Alakangas; M.Herranen) (below)

The first presentation of Phydades was
made from Mrs Eija Alakangas. She talked
about Fuel specification and classes –
case pellets. Participants were very
interested from her presentation and she
exchanged several business cards with
people. Markku Herranen presented
Physical properties of solid biofuels, and
the contents of the presentations were appreciated from participants.
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During the coffee break, participants exchanges information and contacts. The coffee
was arranged out of the workshop’s room. Here below a photos of participants, while
they are talking during the break.

Figure 7: coffee break.

Martin Englisch had a double position in the agenda, I fact he was responsible for 2
presentations:
1- Sampling and sample reduction of solid biofuels;
2- Chemical analysis of solid biofuels.
His contribution was really relevant, as he involved people into discussion. This
approach was very appropriate, as Romanian people, likes comments and possibility
to express themselves and talk about their experiences. Both presentations were well
made and had a good success.
The lunch was not included in the workshop’s service. This fact was also due to the
high number of pre-registered person (78 pre-registered person, as mentioned in
page 4 of this document). Anyway, during the lunch break, some people left the
workshop, with a relative reduced number of participants in the afternoon.
This fact didn’t create any problem, as the present people were very interested I the
following presentations.
Moreover, even if people left, they had their book with printed presentations, where
all relevant information were included.
Jan Pels, presented Demonstration of the database for fuel and ash properties
(Biodat DATABASE) . The participants showed a relevant interest in the database
and they asked several questions about future development and possible utilization
of the database.
The last presentation was made from Mr Sebastian Radu - SEBA Industrial
(pellettizer manufacturer) “Pellet production – the Romanian case”. Mr Radu,
gave a very interesting overview about the Romanian pellet production and
presented various practical solutions for the creation of a production plant. It was
good to finish the workshop with a practical example of “who” can be interested in the
outputs of Phydades Project. Pellets production companies are strictly involved in
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chemical/physical analysis and the benefits of this project can be various for them.
Here below some slides extracted form the presentations of Mr Radu.

Fabrica de pelet “la cheie”
montata in containere

SEBA Industrial Romania

Uscarea lemnului si producerea de instalatii de
uscarmateriale granuloase vegetale
Proiectarea , executia si livrarea “la cheie” a liniil

Bvd. Iuliu Maniu nr.562
Bucharest – Romania
Tel 0040.21.3183669
Fax 0040.21.3183675
E-mail : office@seba.ro
www.sebaenergy .ro
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Fabrica de produs
pelet 5 t/h

Segmentele de piata
Biomasa

Reziduri din statii de
separare lichide

Culturi verzi

Deseuri
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Figure 7: Slides extracted from the presentations of Mr Radu – SEBA Industrial

Now that workshops are concluded, the webpage www.phydades.info will be updated
and some changes will be visible in few weeks.
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ANNEX
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